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Greetings and a Happy New Year to 
everyone! Thank you for continuing 
to choose Kenyon as your crisis 
management partner. Your business is 
important and we value that business 
and the relationship we have with you 
and your companies.

I very much enjoy the times I have 
getting to talk to you, listening to you 
and discussing what Kenyon has been 
up to and the direction we are headed. 
While I get to see many of you, I don’t 
get to see all of you. To combat this, I am 
working to host more workshops, speak 
at more conferences, host new webinars 
and reach out more through our blog. 

I realize that you have chosen Kenyon 
not just because of our resources but 
also because of our experience and 
the knowledge we have in using said 
resources at the time of incident. It is 
that experience I want to make sure gets 
shared. Last year alone we responded to 
9 incidents and had another 5 that were 
still ongoing from 2015. As I am involved 
in all of these incidents and I attend 95% 
of them, I see some key points I would 

like to pass on. These are areas that 
have caused problems for some during 
incidents and I fear they are not as 
understood as they need to be.
 
The first involves the role of the Special 
Assistance Team (SAT) members after 
an incident.  For some, SAT members 
are seen as people who simply 
provide “tissues and hugs;” not collect 
information, or help provide information. 
In other cases, they are seen strictly as 
a gatekeeper, a person who gives what 
information they think a survivor or 
family member needs based on what 
they "think" that survivor or family 
member wants to know. Neither of these 
scenarios are accurate. This does not 
work and leads to numerous problems 
in the response. SAT members should 
be people who come from a variety 
of backgrounds whose primary role is 
to help the survivor or family member 
understand what to expect following 
an incident. They understand what the 
coming weeks will bring and what is 
expected of them as they navigate their 
way through the response to a crisis. 

Compassion and empathy are critical 
skills, but those are behaviors. The 
job of the SAT member is to help the 
survivor or family member process 
the information they are getting from 
multiple sources and to help them 
understand what that information 
means to them: the information’s 
context and its consequences. 

The second problem area I witnessed 
in 2016 addresses how crisis 
communications works as part of 
the overall response strategy. Some 
companies see crisis communications 
as an extension of public relations. This 
results in a response that is defensive 
and one that focuses on what has 
happened (the incident) and not on the 
consequences following the incident. 
Oftentimes, operating in this defensive 
manner will not address the actual 
concerns of key people such as the 
families. Instead, you should focus on 
managing the consequences and having 
actions match words. 

Message from the CEO...
Lessons from 2016: Truisms and observations from the field for the Chief Executive
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Crisis communications 
should address 
three key areas. 

Communication to various groups: 
the media, family members, 
partners, employees, government 
officials, and other stakeholders  

The media includes social media, print and 
broadcast media. When communicating 
to survivors and families, the CEO and 
technical staff should be properly prepared 
to conduct family briefings, recommend 
and review specific correspondence, 
e.g. letters of sympathy and letters of 
compensation. Family websites and regular 
updates are included in this area. 

You will have to work with the various 
partners who may be impacted by this 
event to coordinate media updates and 
communications. If you are not planning 
to work together with the partners then 
protecting your reputation without getting 
into the blame game should be your goal. 
Keep in mind that you also need to ensure 
that the information being provided to the 
public and families is also getting to the 
employees. This may include conducting 
town hall style meetings. Government 
officials should also be included. Review 
the political situation to determine 
which elected or appointed official may 
become involved and then work with their 
communication staff to, again, coordinate 
a response or when appropriate, address 
their concerns. Finally, think about the 
other stakeholders. These could be parent 
companies, alliances, particular consumer 
groups or trade groups.  

Media monitoring
 
While this should be very straight forward, 
it is often done with limits and for the 
wrong reasons. You monitor the media 
so that the crisis communications team 
can quickly identify stories and trends, as 
well as to ensure that the communications 
issued are both reaching their audience 
and received as intended. Media 
monitoring includes not only the typical 
print and broadcast outlets but also the 
many social media platforms.

Developing the post incident 
strategies around marketing, 
addressing problems raised by the 
incident and returning the business 
to the new normal 

This is another area that is often 
overlooked. It is an important part 
of the process and if not done, can 
completely overshadow an otherwise good 
response to an incident. You should take 
marketing and communications plans into 
consideration during a crisis. These should 
include: planned advertisements, public 
events, executive attendance at events, 
planned product launches, acquisitions, 
corporate or product anniversaries and 
business expansions. All of these areas 
should be considered and reviewed with 
a critical eye to see what links could be 
drawn between the crisis and a marketing 
campaign. Particular attention should be 
given to campaigns that may have already 
been planned and scheduled to launch 
within days of the incident but may have 
been forgotten about due to the incident.  

While some of these things may seem 
like small details, they make a large 
difference. In a recent interview of the 
former head of the US Department of 
Transportation Inspector General, she 
stated, “But sometimes, when they don’t 

have the experience they don’t deliver 
the level of attention to detail that the 
[National Transportation Safety Board] 
and professional groups like Kenyon do. I 
mean Kenyon is the group. Kenyon is the 
difference between a smooth response 
and decade long lawsuits.” While I certainly 
appreciate the unsolicited testimony, the 
point here is that attention to detail is what 
matters in the response and this difference 
is measured after the fact.

I am very much looking forward to 2017. 
As always, we are continuously looking to 
improve our company and that, of course, 
means change. To me that is good. The 
worst words I could hear are, “that is the 
way we have always done it,” or “it is 
good enough.” Change means updating 
processes, using technology, making 
sure the right people are in the right job, 
training and then more training based on 
experience. There is no second chance for 
response, so it has to be the best response 
the first time. If the response is only “good 
enough,” well, that is for the other guys.

As always, know that I will be involved in 
the incidents and that I am available at any 
time. I can be reached via email at 
jensenr@kenyoninternational.com or 
through any of our offices. I look forward 
to our partnership this year. 

My warmest personal regards,

Robert A. Jensen
CEO

mailto:jensenr%40kenyoninternational.com?subject=
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INBOUND TEAM:

▪  Receives calls from families of possible       
    Persons Directly Affected (PDA®s). 

▪  Initiates process of determining who      
    may have been involved in the   
    emergency. 

▪  Collects information critical to   
    determining which callers are      
    connected with a PDA.

NOTIFICATION TEAM:

▪  Returns contact, and if known, advises    
    family members whether their loved  
    one is on the confirmed list of PDAs.

▪  Provides information regarding the  
    incident, their loved one, or the Family  
    Assistance Center. 

▪  Supplies the family member with their  
    options to travel or not, as well as any  
    follow-up support.

DATA MANAGEMENT TEAM:

▪  Analyzes information collected through  
    Inbound, Notification and Travel and  
    Assistance Teams. 
 

▪  Synchronizes information on potential  
    PDAs received from other sources, e.g.  
    Family Assistance Center (FAC), a   
    manifest, passenger, employee or hotel  
    guest list.
 

▪  Ensures accuracy of information and its   
    placement in Kenyon Response®, a  
    data management system created 
    by us especially for you.

TRAVEL AND ASSISTANCE TEAM:

▪  Organizes travel and accommodations  
    for families of PDAs from the moment  
    they leave home until the moment  
    they arrive into the care of a Special  
    Assistance Team Member or another     
    family member. 

▪  Further assists in families return home  
    and in cases where families return to  
    escort their loved ones home. 

34

at-a-glance
Key Facts:
We have over 450+ trained call 
center personnel ready to activate 
in 30 minutes.

If you currently retain Kenyon 
for call center services, you can 
activate the KICC at any time using 
either of the international 24-hour 
Kenyon telephone numbers. 

Agents and teams can scale up or 
down immediately based on call 
volume and activity. 

We can provide immediate over-
the-phone interpretations for over 
200 languages. 

The Kenyon International Call Center

Did You Know? 
The KICC can be used for more than just mass fatality incidents. Click here to read how the KICC was used to relay critical 
information during a major wildfire evacuation. 

http://www.kenyoninternational.com/pdf/case studies/Case_Study_Wildfire.pdf
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLANNING
QUARTERLY BREAKDOWN 
Each year, we work with you to improve planning and training. We participate in your exercises and drills and collaborate with 
you to make them more realistic and more practical. 

Our goal for 2017 is to help you start the year with programmed emergency planning tasks for every month. Whether it is your 
full-time role, or an additional duty, we want to make planning and training easier for you, because we know how critical it is to a 
successful response.

We shared a year-at-a-glance calendar in the October newsletter that highlighted a particular area to focus on each month. We’ll 
be expanding on each area in this and future newsletters. We’re also creating a useful checklist for each month – click here to 
download January’s checklist and to receive future monthly checklists by email. 

Let’s look at January, February and March in more detail:

January
Audit your Emergency Response Plan (ERP) to include designated staff and their deputies, facilities, 
equipment and checklists.  

You already have a great plan, but it was probably written last year and things change; so should your 
plan. It cannot be static. If you’re not sure where to start, log into the client section of our website for the 
Capability Assessment Matrix. This tool will help you define the functional areas to plan for, and help you 
identify any gaps in personnel, equipment, facilities and checklists. 

Bring together the stakeholders to plan and create a first draft.  Decide what you want to put into the 
ERP and what you don’t. For example, will it cover a crash, hijacking, ground incident, pandemic, hotel 
explosion, road traffic accident and so forth?  Are the responses for these similar or greatly different?  We 
recommend the formation of a specialist team at your company headquarters to deal with the response to 
an incident (the Crisis Management Team). Internal questions to ask include: Who needs to be included? 
Where will they work from? What is it that they are trying to achieve? 

You don’t need to think of every possible scenario. The consequences are the same regardless of the 
circumstances of the incident. Plan for the consequences. For more information on consequence 
management, there’s a detailed overview of Kenyon’s 12 Principles – those main areas we know you need 
to plan for – on Robert Jensen’s CEO Insights blog. 

You may be in the fortunate position of having a good, well-practiced ERP; if so, then you may only need to 
add minor updates. Have your operations changed in the past year (new routes, new equipment)? Do you 
need to train recently appointed staff in their roles? How do you dovetail your actions with those of Kenyon 
or other partners?  If you’ve held an exercise, or even had a major incident, what are the lessons that you 
can identify?  A thorough and honest Post-Exercise Report (PXR) can play an integral role at this point in 
your emergency planning.

http://kenyoninternational.com/newsletters/client/october%202016/2017_crisis_management_planning_calendar.html
http://go.kenyoninternational.com/2017checklists
http://kenyoninternational.com/clients/login.html
http://www.kenyoninternational.com/blog/series-intro-unprecedented-crisis-management-does-not-exist/
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February
Review your Crisis Communications plan. Are your designated spokespeople trained and ready? Have 
you pre-written a few template statements and had them approved by legal? Include your IT staff if they 
are responsible for your website/emergency site in the case of an incident.  What is your social media 
response to an incident? 

In the exercises previously mentioned, were your communications/legal/IT teams included? They too need 
to be aware of your goals. Keep in mind that some individuals will always make better spokespersons than 
others. On-camera skills are perishable, however. Ensure your designated spokesperson(s) practice regularly.  

Crisis Communications is not limited to your interaction with news outlets and social media, though these 
factors play a large role. Briefings to survivors, families of the deceased and your own employees are equally 
critical. Employees will be affected by a disaster and will need to see that their company is responding 
effectively. 

March
Train new and existing staff with designated functions in your 
ERP. 

At this point, should an incident occur, your updated ERP 
would prove effective. What is the best way to familiarize 
your teams with its contents? Plan. Train. Exercise. You have 
planned the document, now you need to train the people. 
Crisis Management Center (CMC) staff, Go Teams, front-line 
staff, trained staff who will be near the incident and company 
executives will all need sessions to familiarize themselves 
with the plan and their roles in a crisis. Their feedback can be 
invaluable in further refining the ERP. 

If you have the time and resources, you can deliver some of 
this familiarization training yourself.  We recommend you train 
realistically.

Alternatively, Kenyon can assist by putting a tailored package together to meet your requirements; please phone or send us an 
email and we can make arrangements.

There's much more that you can do throughout the year to prepare for an incident, all of which will make for a more effective 
response. Don't forget to download January's checklist to ensure you're on the road to properly organizing your crisis 
management plans. 

Tips for Realistic Training:

Run no-notice or off-hours 
drills

Hold trainings for 
Day 3 of a crisis, not Day 1

Run simulations where 
essential people are missing

http://go.kenyoninternational.com/2017checklists
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NEW
MEMBERS
We are pleased to share the following clients that have joined Kenyon since October 2016.

Founded in 1997, Swift Air has evolved from a single corporate aircraft to a dynamic 
full-service aviation enterprise. Their team of highly qualified aviation professionals are 
capable of supporting virtually all of your aircraft management, maintenance, charter and 
sales or procurement needs.
http://www.flyswiftair.com

Cardiff Aviation provides full part-145 maintenance, repair and overhaul, pilot training 
and simulation services, and ACMI leasing for major aviation operators across the globe 
from the UK. Located at St. Athan-Cardiff Airport Aerospace Enterprise Zone, their 132,000 
square foot former Royal Air Force maintenance hangar and parking can accommodate 
up to 20 narrow-body airliners, making them the perfect choice for leasing companies, 
independent airlines and national carriers.
http://www.cardiffaviation.com

Transportes Aeromar, S.A. de C.V (Aeromar) is Mexico’s most experienced airline. 
Aeromar is a privately owned Mexican company founded in 1987 and began operations 
as a regional carrier from Toluca’s Airport on November 7th of that year. Today Aeromar 
operates an average of 100 daily flights, with a fleet comprised of 14 ATR-42s, 2 ATR72-600 
regional aircrafts, and an on-time performance above 93%. Aeromar is fully authorized 
to operate domestic and international scheduled as well as charter passenger and cargo 
flights. It is IOSA-certified in recognition of its compliance with IATA’s most stringent 
aviation maintenance and safety standards worldwide.
https://www.aeromar.com.mx

The pilot training TRTOAgency was founded in April 2009 under the initiative of an aviation 
group of very experienced captains, having the sole objective of favoring the development 
of value added services for aviation. TRTOAgency offers pilot training and ACMI services 
for airlines.
http://www.trtoagency.it
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http://www.trtoagency.it/
https://www.aeromar.com.mx/
https://www.flyswiftair.com/
http://www.cardiffaviation.com/
https://www.flyswiftair.com/
http://www.cardiffaviation.com/
https://www.aeromar.com.mx/
http://www.trtoagency.it/
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In today’s 24/7 news cycle environment, organizations need solid Crisis Communications planning, training, and crisis 
response assistance more than ever.  Consistent with our growth and the increased demand for the highest quality 
training and services, Kenyon has expanded our Crisis Communications team to meet the needs of our clients. 

Following the recent appointment of Ben McCarthy as Head of Crisis Communications, Kenyon has boosted its crisis 
communications team by recruiting a number of new Kenyon Crisis Communications Associates around the world. These 
efforts provide a greater geographical spread with stronger linguistic abilities. The current team represents the highest 
number in our history, spanning the broadest global area. Our service has never been stronger.
 
The new associates include Bernardo Andrade in Brazil, Joanne Lee in Singapore, Eric MacInnes in the United Arab 
Emirates, Mark Lyons in the United Kingdom, and Madonna Walsh and Camilla Carr in the United States. The new 
members of Kenyon’s Crisis Communications team have a range of experiences both in corporate communications and 
journalism, specifically in network TV news. 
 
The new additions to the team join current associates Tom Christides, Kevin Johnston, Nathalie Lopes and Donald Steel. 
Daniel Baird, also based in the United Kingdom, works closely with the team of associates to plan and implement Kenyon’s 
consultancy and training programs around the globe.

More details about the team, their skills and experience can be found on the Kenyon website. 
For information regarding Kenyon’s consultancy or training programs, please contact kenyon@kenyoninternational.com. 

Kenyon’s Crisis Communications Team Gets an Upgrade

Crisis Communications Associate Locations

http://kenyoninternational.com/index.html
mailto:kenyon%40kenyoninternational.com?subject=
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Kenyon Q + A: Lawrence Michael
Larry Michael joins Kenyon as the new Vice President, Commercial Services, based in our US office. 
We sat down with Larry to learn a little more about him and his experience.
We hope you’re as excited to get to know him as we are. 

How long have you been a part of Kenyon prior to your new role?
My experience with Kenyon began in 2000 when I deployed as a Team Member for Alaska Airlines, flight 261 in Southern 
California, USA. I was Senior Incident Director for all mortuary operations including repatriation, services and all related logistics.  
I also assisted as the Memorial Director for the services and memorial site. I’ve continued as a Kenyon Team Member for several 
other incidents, including as Logistics Director in Pennsylvania for the 9/11 attacks, and as Logistics Manager and Memorial 
Director for an incident in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. I also contributed as a Team Member, serving as a Senior Incident Director for 
an event in Algeria, Africa.  

Tell us about where you’ll be working.
I am based out of Kenyon’s US office, but will travel frequently to the UK and other Kenyon global locations to further support 
our clients.

What’s one thing you were most proud of accomplishing at your last organization?
I believe that customer satisfaction is the very foundation and basis for which every decision is to be made in business. During 
my time at Service Corporation International, leading provider of death-care products and services, we provided care to our 
client families at the most difficult and sensitive time in their lives, just as Kenyon does. With passionate focus on customer 
service, I was extremely proud of my team when we received the J.D. Power President’s Award in recognition of dedication to 
service excellence including quality improvement, customer satisfaction and the development of enduring client relationships. 
The company joined an exclusive group of only twelve other companies to receive this esteemed award in J.D. Power’s 47-year 
history.   

Tell us about a unique experience or opportunity in your career.
I was both privileged and honored to serve as Memorial Director for the funeral services for several world leaders and 
dignitaries. Being involved in a key role with a high profile funeral provides a very different perspective compared to traditional 
services. Each of these high-profile events included anywhere from 2 to 5 years of planning, practicing and orchestrating. 
The level of detail required is extraordinary, down to exactly where each person interacts, vehicles are positioned, earpiece 
radios connected with Secret Service, timelines, etc. When the event happens, the coordination is not only with the family, it 
also includes collaboration with local, state and federal governments, legal counsel, chief of staff and numerous vendors and 
providers of critical services.  
     
When you're not at work, what do you enjoy doing?
I am married to my best friend, the most incredible and wonderful woman, and we have four children. When I'm not at work, I 
enjoy spending as many waking moments as possible together with my wife and children, whether it be on vacation, cheering 
them on at a sporting event or simply spending quality time together. 

 

Lawrence Michael 
Vice President, Commercial Services

http://kenyoninternational.com/team/executive_leadership.html
http://kenyoninternational.com/team/executive_leadership.html
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Ask a Kenyon...
To submit a question to a Kenyon expert, please contact your account manager. 
We will always keep your questions anonymous.
Dear Kenyon,

While working on my crisis management plan, I couldn’t help but question what exactly I’m planning for. 
Could you identify events that may negatively impact my business? 

Many thanks, 
Ms. Curious and Concerned 

9

 
Dear Ms. Curious and Concerned,
 
I hear far too often from clients who are asking for support to identify events that may harm their business.

Too much time is spent thinking of the potential risks or hazards that may affect organizations, rather than formulating a robust response 
system that could react to an incident of any nature.
 
It is typically the role of local and national government to analyze potential threats and these are included in a risk register. Risks may include: 
flooding, terrorism, pandemic influenza, major transport incidents, drought, etc. It does help to think of a worst-case scenario when planning 
to give things a real-world feel; however, planning for specific events often makes emergency response plans too rigid and resistant to 
flexibility during an incident.
 
What we recommend is to figure out the functional areas of your organization that will have a role in a crisis: leadership, emergency planners, 
communications, IT, legal, etc., and plan what their functional roles will be – regardless of the circumstances of the crisis. This takes crises 
out of the realm of “this will never happen to us,” and starts your team asking, “what’s my role when something happens?” You’ll note I said 
“when” and not “if.” Plans should not sit on a shelf gathering dust but rather be embedded into the culture of an organization.

At Kenyon, we focus on managing the consequences of an incident. Using our extensive practical experience, we’ve identified the 
consequences – that’s what we teach in our 12 Principles of Crisis Management. Those principles form the framework for Kenyon’s Plan: Train 
– Exercise – Respond.

We can help write or review emergency plans in line with international legislation, best practice and our experience. We can train or exercise 
staff. This will make employees think and ask questions, which is a strong sign that crisis management and preparedness is a priority within the 
firm.
 
Please get in contact if you would like to arrange a Kenyon workshop or training course for 2017.

All the best,
Harry Griffiths, Account Manager
United Kingdom
Email: griffithsh@kenyoninternational.com
Phone: +44 (0) 1344 316650

Harry Griffiths joined Kenyon in 2012, initially as an intern and Team Member. Since March 2015, Harry has 
been a full-time account manager. Harry is responsible for liaising with existing and new clients, developing 
their plans, and ensuring there are no gaps in their emergency procedures. Harry is passionate about helping 
clients find solutions.

http://kenyoninternational.com/team/bio_harry_griffiths.html
mailto:griffithsh%40kenyoninternational.com?subject=
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Incident Care Team Workshop with Rail Delivery Group

"According to the Rail Delivery Group website, “Britain’s railway is one of the safest and most intensively 
used rail networks in the world. The system is operated by a number of organisations with clearly 
defined roles that work closely together to deliver a successful railway for passengers, freight customers 
and the public.”

On 29 November 2016, Kenyon hosted members of the Incident Care Teams (ICT) 
from various train operating companies within the Rail Delivery Group (RDG) – an 
organization that brings together all passenger and freight operators across the UK. 
This collaborative event began with an introduction from Kenyon CEO Robert A. 
Jensen and RDG Operational Resilience Manager Peter Lovegrove and quickly led into 
a discussion of Kenyon’s and RDG’s current response plans and practices. 

Kenyon and RDG exchanged information on incident response, information and 
data management (a key component in the overview), humanitarian response 
services and ICT response in managing the recovery and return of personal effects. 
Crisis communications and social media management were also discussed. The 
discussion ended with an office and warehouse tour of Kenyon’s Bracknell facilities, 
where members of RDG were able to see first hand how Kenyon manages response 
equipment and processes personal effects following an incident. 

The group was made up of Kenyon executives and ICT representatives from Eurostar, 
Greater Anglia, Govia Thameslink Railway, Heathrow Express, London Midland, Mersy 
Rail, MTR Crossrail, ScotRail and South West Trains. 

The varying levels of member seniority proved to be extremely beneficial for two 
reasons: it provided the newer/junior personnel an opportunity to learn while senior 
personnel shared meaningful experience and also received practical considerations 
to take back to their individual train operating companies.

Although Kenyon has a long-standing partnership with RDG, formerly the Association 
of Train Operating Companies (ATOC), this was the first collaborative training of its 
kind with the group. The information and feedback exchanged made for a successful 
day for all involved. 

Members of the Rail Delivery Group and Kenyons 
during their visit to the Bracknell office. 

Kenyon CEO Robert Jensen leading an overview on 
responding to a major incident.  

TRAINING 
SESSION     
spotlight

"Kenyon Day" Agenda Highlights

 ▪ Key Learning Points from Exercise      
 "Unified Response"

 ▪ Responding to a Major Incident   
 Overview, Including What Expectations  
 Would There be on a Train Operating   
 Company? 

 ▪ Information & Data Management 

 ▪ Humanitarian Response Services 

 ▪ The Role of the ICT in Managing   
 Personal Effects

 ▪ How the Internet Can Help
 ▪ Social Media
 ▪ Family Websites

 ▪ Kenyon Office & Warehouse Tour
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UKAEPG Trains with Kenyon

On 6th and 7th December 2016, Kenyon was pleased to host members from the 
United Kingdom Airlines Emergency Planning Group (UKAEPG) for crisis management 
training at our UK office in Bracknell.
 
The Kenyon training facilities were full with representatives from airlines and airports 
from across the UK and further afield – an airline even joined us from Canada!
 
Kenyon Associate Gail Rowntree and Kenyon CEO Robert Jensen talked about 
assisting families and employee welfare after a crisis from both the airline and airport 
perspective. They also shared insights into challenges to expect after an incident.

The importance of data management, family websites and strong leadership were 
discussed amongst the groups. A Heathrow Airport official shared the following 
after the event, “We really found the day useful and also a valuable opportunity 
to meet other colleagues and appreciate the shared issues and learnings from the 
day. In particular, I found the sharing of Kenyon’s first hand experiences after an 
aircraft incident extremely helpful – raising questions to consider in relation to our 
contingencies, for example, in the event of runway clearance/when the aircraft has 
been released for moving/weather considerations and access to holds, etc.” 

We recognize that organizing training can sometimes be a challenge due to releasing 
large numbers of staff at one time. Kenyon is sensitive to this challenge and works 
closely with clients to schedule training sessions that provide the most value. 

In an executive meeting held after the training, the UKAEPG and Kenyon agreed to a 
joint training plan for 2017.
 
We are pleased that the event was a success and look forward to seeing everyone 
again in the near future. 

Agenda Highlights 

Special Assistance Team Training
 ▪ Working in a Crisis
 ▪ Human Dynamics in a Crisis
 ▪ Religious & Cultural Sensitivity
 ▪ Family Survivor Wants & Needs
 ▪ Family Assistance Legislation &     

     Guidance  
 ▪ Disaster Human Services
 ▪ Family Assistance Centers and How   

 They Operate
 ▪ Role of Special Assistance Team          

 Member
 ▪ Special Assistance Team First Actions
 ▪ Special Assistance Functional Areas
 ▪ Data Management
 ▪ Conducting Ante-mortem Interviews
 ▪ Understanding DNA Identification
 ▪ Personal Effects Return

Crisis Management Training
 ▪ CMC Organization, Activation and         

 Operations
 ▪ Humanitarian Assistance
 ▪ Crisis Communications
 ▪ Understanding Investigations 

"The SAT training insight was really 
interesting and informative, I really 
enjoyed the content and the delivery 
by Gail and [Robert]. It was a 
pleasure to sit in on a session where 
the subject matter truly came off the 
page."

- Airline Official

"The training day was fantastic, 
Robert’s knowledge and delivery 
was first class, every session was 
totally absorbing and so informative. 
I would definitely be interested in 
attending any courses in the future."

- Airport OfficerKenyon Associate Gail Rowntree discussing Human 
Dynamics in a Crisis as part of Special Assistance 
Team Training. 

Members of UKAEPG and Kenyons after Crisis 
Management Training. 
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ROUND
OF APPLAUSE
We wanted to extend our warmest congratulations to the following Kenyons for their academic achievements last year. 

Harry Griffiths, Account Manager 
Diploma of Higher Education (DipHE) 
Disaster Management/Emergency Planning 
Coventry University 

Abigail Beaty, Director, Commercial Services
Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
University of Houston 

Iwan Witt, Renewal Sales Specialist
Master of Science (MSc) 
Forensic Archaeology (merit) 
Bournemouth University

Kenyon is attending the American Academy of Forensic Science’s annual meeting 13-18 February 2016 in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Kenyon CEO Robert Jensen alongside Kenyon Team Member Anthony Falsetti, PhD, will lead a daylong workshop on 13 February 
discussing how organizations can manage the multidisciplinary response to a mass fatality event. The topics covered include an 
overview of parties involved in a mass fatality response from the occurrence of the event to final litigation in court and managing 
the best practice teamwork that is needed for success; media and communications management; common mistakes in the iden-
tification and release of human remains; dealing with hazardous materials or infectious and contaminated human remains and 
scenes; and managing the critical incident stress impact on oneself and staff.

In addition to the workshop, Kenyon staff and Team Members will be available at booth 715 for the duration of the exhibition to 
explain Kenyon’s Team Member program and share information on Kenyon’s government at-need disaster response services. If 
you are attending the annual meeting and would like to volunteer in the Kenyon booth, please contact Abi Beaty. If you are not 
available to volunteer, we hope you will still stop by and visit with us, as well as update us on any new skills you would like to add 
to your Team Member profile.

For more information on the AAFS annual meeting, click here. 
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http://kenyoninternational.com/team/bio_harry_griffiths.html
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Connect with Kenyon

Be sure to follow Kenyon on your 
preferred social media sites below. 

We want to connect with you!

Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/KenyonInternational 

Google+: 
https://plus.google.com/

+Kenyoninternational
LinkedIn: 

www.linkedin.com/company/
Kenyon-international-emergency-services

Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/Kenyon_Tweets

www.twitter.com/KenyonCEO
YouTube: 

www.youtube.com/user/
KenyonInternational/

Americas +1 (281) 872 6074 (24 Hrs)
Europe +44 (0) 1344 316 650 (24 Hrs)

Middle East and Africa +961 (0) 1 964517

www.kenyoninternational.com
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Kenyon to Present at Local Human Resources Session in Houston, Texas

Kenyon CEO Robert Jensen will present on Tuesday, 21 February, at BP America, Inc. 
as part of HR Houston’s continuing education series. 

In his session, “Death of Employees: Beyond Checklists and Managing Complex 
Losses”, Jensen will share insights on preparing for the loss of an employee 
or workplace death. Those who attend will learn how to set and manage the 
expectations of the family, coworkers and public through having a plan, resources and 
knowledge of what to expect before something happens. 

The meeting offers 1 PDC for the SHRM-CP and SHRM-SCP and 1 hour of HR (General) 
credit towards PHR and SPHR recertification requirements.

When:   Tuesday, 21 February
  11:30 – 1 p.m.

Where:  BP America, Inc.
  501 Westlake Park Blvd.
  Houston, TX 77079
   
Fees:      $25 for HR Houston Members           
               $50 for HR Houston Non-Members 
 

For additional registration information, please click here.

New ICAO Annex 13

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has released a new edition of 
Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, Aircraft Accident and 
Incident Investigation. The 11th edition, published in July 2016 and amended in 
October 2016 is now available, and as of November 2016, the 11 edition supersedes 
all previous editions of Annex 13. 

Please contact your account manager or visit the Kenyon Client Only section of our 
website for more information.
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In the News

Learn more about what it takes 
to recover from disaster. GQ's 

Lauren Larson takes readers on 
a tour of Kenyon's offices and 

staff in this in depth article.

Connect with our CEO

Gain crisis leadership insight 
from our CEO Robert A. Jensen 
through his blog, CEO Insights.

www.facebook.com/KenyonInternational
http://plus.google.com/+Kenyoninternational/posts
www.linkedin.com/company/kenyon-international-emergency-services
http://twitter.com/Kenyon_Tweets
http://www.youtube.com/user/KenyonInternational
http://www.facebook.com/KenyonInternational
http://plus.google.com/+Kenyoninternational/posts
http://plus.google.com/+Kenyoninternational/posts
http://www.linkedin.com/company/kenyon-international-emergency-services
http://www.linkedin.com/company/kenyon-international-emergency-services
http://twitter.com/Kenyon_Tweets
http://twitter.com/KenyonCEO
http://www.youtube.com/user/KenyonInternational/
http://www.youtube.com/user/KenyonInternational/
http://www.kenyoninternational.com
http://www.hrhouston.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=905145&group=
http://www.kenyoninternational.com/clients/login.html
http://www.gq.com/story/man-who-cleans-up-plane-crashes
http://www.kenyoninternational.com/blog/

